Movement on the Ground seeks
a Head of Growth

Are you looking to make the world a better place?
Do you want to make some real impact and join a team of highly motivated
and dedicated people with a true joint ambition? You found your match!

The Movement
Movement on the Ground, is a foundation which started in 2015 in response
to the humanitarian crisis affecting the innocent men, women, and children,
forced f rom their homes by war. The aim was to f ill the gaps in humanitarian
aid provided at the time, which we are still doing. In the meantime we have
come to the conclusion that the so called “system gap” is solvable, and this
is something we are working on together with both the Greek and Dutch
governments. We are very proud that we have been able to expand our
refugee activities in camps at the borders of Europe. All projects are
designed to bring dignity, sustainable innovative solutions. For instance,
we are responsible for about 70% of all camp activities in Kare Tepe, a camp
for vulnerable cases, that is home to 1300 people. Our programs range
f rom sports programs for kids, to a digital learning lab (computer facilities),
installing and running WiFi, football programs with the FC Barca Foundation,
running a clothing shop, a waste recycling program, through to installing
solar energy to a whole camp and making it one of the f irst sustainable run
camps for individual families, to name a few.
If this speaks to you and you are looking to make a real difference; the realization
of ambitions, goals and ideas form the ground and from the office to help MOTG
reach it’s full potential, read on.

A little about us
We are a bunch of like-minded, serious, but crazy, hands-on, entrepreneurs,
f rom all corners of the world, who are constantly challenging the status quo
of everything. Always with a side of humility, and looking to build bridges
between all the stakeholders involved in the migration situation. All with the
same goal, to spread our vision of a better world.
Nothing is impossible for us,
this is how we act, how we think and how we work.

Why do you want to join us?
To be who we are, we need a great deal of f reedom, a vibrant and inspiring
work environment with access to a large network that is directly involved in
our mission. So that’s what you’ll get!
We are changing the status quo in the NGO world by empowering the camp
residents by including them in all our activities and utilising their skills, so
that they feel part of the solution, part of a community as a whole. We bring
innovative, sustainable solutions for a positive impact on the refugee crisis.
This means: steep learning curve | pushing forward mentality |
getting things done!
For more about us and what we do see here:
https://movementontheground.com/about-us

Goal
Help MOTG maximize on growth without losing sight of the core values,
beliefs and aims of MOTG, while maximizing the mission of MOTG by making
concrete strategic proposals.

What would you be doing to make this happen...
You want to make ideas happen and create real solutions for a variety of
challenges and are able to analyze strategic processes and translate these
into goals and plans.
Deliver strategic input and co-decide on goals and planning by being part
of the management team
Translation of the ideas and input from all of the teams both on the ground
and in the office into concrete proposals, goals and plans of action.
C
 reating strategic proposals regarding organisational (manageable and
sustainable) growth.
Creating brand partnerships including revenue models

Competencies/skills
S
 trategic, creative, innovative, out of the box & analytical thinker
Communication skills; e.g. prep fancy documents & presentations and
make visual translations of ideas and well as writing strategic proposals
along with old school reporting
Knowledge

of social enterprises
A
 minimum of 2 years experience in a managerial position
Who are you..
You have lots of energy, an open-mind and you think outside of the norm.
A team player, that shares our vision, you want to help us prove this model so
that we can change the way in which humanitarian aid is currently
managed. And you are also...
A social team player
entrepreneurial minded
A bridge builder between different worlds
A natural networker & in possession of a large and varied network yourself
We Offer you
To join an inspiring & entrepreneurial team on a mission to change the world
Full time position
Inspiring off ice in Amsterdam
Start date as soon as possible
If you want to join us for this position, send us;
1: Your CV
2: Your answers to these questions:
Why is this the right time for you to apply?
How would your best f riend describe you?
If money wouldn’t be an issue, how would you solve the refugee crisis?
3: A (max 2 minute) video of yourself where you share your best travel
experience ever!
Contact details
Stephanie Fairbank
stephanie@movementontheground.com

